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Change

The interviewees discuss campaigning, and how people acted against racism

1. Julie Begum: debate and discussion, giving women and children a voice, 
and addressing problems locally

2. Syd Shelton: hosting an anti-racist carnival, and the multi-racial audience 
who came

3. Liz Fekete: Newham Council adopting anti-racist policies, and evicting 
racist tenants

4. Jasbir Singh: grassroots campaigning, and the process of printing leaflets

Julie Begum

It’s not just about protecting. It’s about making sure someone’s safe. So you can only do that if 
you engage with people, and not try to sort of um hide that it’s not happening, or that it shouldn’t 
concern them, that sort of thing. So I think the more people have a debate and a discussion about 
what is actually happening, the better informed somebody is and the better than they can think 
about and respond to the situation instead of sort of trying to pretend it doesn’t exist or it doesn’t 
affect them. And because men were physically sort of being attacked more, it didn’t occur to 
them that women and children would also be affected, and they would also be finding – or if it 
did, it didn’t really sort of, because they didn’t experience it in the same way, they didn’t actually 
think that women and children also needed to have a voice, really, about what was happening. I 
suppose it did from when they were young, and they understood what it was like to grow up as a 
young person, or when they came. But it becomes a very different experience, you know, once 
um, once they’re sort of grown. And I think some, some blokes didn’t think about what it would 
be like for a woman to be on an estate where she felt isolated and frightened and not know if it 
was okay when she took her kids to school and when she brought them back without them, you 
know, them being attacked or intimidated in some way. And so I think…yeah, people had to sort 
of be aware that there needed to be different ways of addressing racism. It wasn’t just the 
institutional racism against the police, or wasn’t just the, you know, the kind of things that were 
very tangible that could be sort of challenged. It was also other ways, other things that were 
happening to people that needed to be addressed that could be addressed quite easily, really, in a 
very local way, you know. On the ground
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Syd Shelton

They came for the music, obviously, but they came because they wanted to make a statement. 
Very few people ever - nobody that I spoke to said they’d just came to see The Clash or they 
came to see Tom Robinson or X-Ray Spex or Steel Pulse. They came because they wanted to 
make a statement, and they were from all over the country, from everywhere. And they were… it 
was just full of fantastic stories. And it went; everybody was talking the whole time. Seven miles 
is a long way to walk, and I remember we had, we made, we wanted to make as much noise as 
we can, and somebody at Virgin Records, somebody had a contact there, I don’t know who. It 
might have been… because he used to work for, doing record sleeves… for the music industry. 
They gave us… I think it was five thousand plastic whistles. So we threw them out from the 
trucks so everybody had plastic whistles in there - well, not everybody, but - so we made the 
most horrendous noise. But there was a wonderful article you can look up in the Daily Telegraph 
the next day, because there was some… I think a veterans thing, or something going on in 
Whitehall at the same time, and they described, not the thing in Whitehall, they described the 
carnival, and they described it as ‘every type of human monstrosity you have ever seen has come 
out of the woodwork from all over the country. These people that you’ve never seen, these 
people with dreadlocks and = safety pins in their noses.’ They described it brilliantly, in the most 
sneering fashion, the people that had come to the carnival. And it was a fantastic, multi-racial 
mixture of people, too. It was, you know, from all over the country, and all over the world.

Liz Fekete 

So the council decided to have a policy of actually encouraging people from an ethnic minority 
background to settle in the area, and the only way they could do that is if they took a… strong 
stand against neighbours who were guilty of racist harassment. What you’ve gotta realise is in 
those days… I mean Newham in terms of the history of the black communities has an amazing 
history of setting precedents. Newham 8: first strike of schoolchildren in the country against 
racist violence. Eviction of Rosina McDonnell in Canning Town: the first eviction in the whole 
country for a white person guilty of racially harassing their neighbours, and what you’ve got to 
realise up to that day, councils would just move the victim. They’d just say, okay you’re not safe 
here, and the victim would have to fight to be moved to another house. So basically it was, in a 
sense, rewarding the perpetrator, because the perpetrator got what they wanted. They didn’t want 
to live next to an Asian, so the Asian was removed… And at the time, you know, Fred Jones who 
was the leader of the council at that time, he actually got a coffin delivered to his house from the 
National Front because he was going through with this eviction. The council had a massive 
shake-up, you know, they didn’t start with anti-racist policies. It was a big fight to get the labour 
authority to be responsive to the new arrivals. 
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Jasbir Singh 

I mean one of my biggest jobs was to – we had a… in our office, printing – and we used to… 
And that machine used to go wrong all the time. And I used to be there until two, three in the 
morning, so many nights, sitting there, trying to print leaflets, trying to get the ink right, and 
trying to do, you know, all this stuff doesn’t happen now. We used to have…. typewriters to type
it correct. Now with the way technology has gone it’s so super-duper, it’s so easy to do. In those 
days it was a chore, and it took up a significant amount of your time, to get stuff printed. We 
couldn’t always afford to go and get it printed professionally or whatever. And…we’ve got time. 
So it was necessary for us to just do it on our own. We used to. Even if you look at the annual 
reports, which Newham Monitoring Project brought up earlier on, I used to sit their day and 
night and I’d need to do it once a year. And everything was typed up and cut-and-paste and 
joined up, and the pictures and all that…and eventually sent it to the printer’s to make books out 
of it. But it was an arduous task, and we just had to do it because it was important. Leaflets I can 
remember printing on loads and loads of occasions, leaflets. Banners, we used to make banners, 
all the banners, we made all of them ourselves. Placards, sitting there making placards the night 
before. One by one. And now it’s so much easier, you get everything printed and you staple it on.


